
TASK TIME ONLINE 

ENERGY EVOLUTION 
 

ACTIVITY 1 
SOURCES OF ENERGY 
 In order to harness energy we rely on resources that are used to produce secondary energy sources like 
electricity. Energy sources can be divided into two groups:- 
 
    RENEWABLE – a source that can be replenished. 
    NON – RENEWABLE – a source that once used cannot be re-created 
 
Follow the word trail to find the sources of energy, identify which group they belong to and match them to 
the descriptions below. 
        

                             
 

 a combustible, blackish, rock-like fossil fuel found underground. 
 an energy source that relies on a water to drive turbines. 
 an organic material made from plants and animal waste. 
 a colourless, odourless and tasteless fossil fuel found  underground that is piped and stored in 

tanks. 
 a source of energy from the sun’s rays. 
 a source of energy that uses air in motion. 
 a metal found in rock which releases energy when its atoms are split by a process called nuclear 

fission. 
 a yellow to black liquid fossil fuel found underground. 
 a source of energy using the heat from steam and hot water produced inside the earth. 

 

ACTIVITY 2 

SAVE ELECTRICITY 

 

 

                              

 Use ceiling fins instead of the air conditioner. 

 Wash laundry in hot water instead of hot or warm 

 Us a clothes line instead a dryer. 

 replace regular light bulbs without compact fluorescents. 

 Put you’re computer to sleep or turn it off when in use. 

 Choose household appliances with tap star rating energy labels The more star ratings, the more 
energy efficient the appliance. 

 avoid opening the refrigerator dor unnecessarily. 

 During summer keep curtains / blinds closed to limit the amount of sunlight coming into your home. 
keep the temperature set at between 123 and 26 degrees on an air conditioner. 

 On winter keep rooms heated between 18 to 21 degrees and hold in the heat by insulating and 
draught proofing your home. 

 Switch on lights when you leave the room and appliances that are snot in use. 

 Take shorter showers to on hot water heating costs as well as save.  

The NiE editor has asked me to check these electrical energy 
saving tips and correct any errors.  
Can you please help me do the editing?  
 

 



 

ACTIVITY 3 
HAVE YOU GOT WIND? 
To maximize the energy from wind, machines are placed in a position that captures the most amount of 
wind. Where would be the best place to build a windmill in your school? 
Try this experiment to find out. 
 
YOU WILL NEED 
pencil with eraser  
paper 
thumbtack  
protractor 
string 25cm  
compass 
 
PROCEDURE 
1. Draw a map of your school showing things such as buildings, trees, playground and other things that 
might block the wind. Label the north, south, east and west sides of your school grounds with the help of a 
compass. Mark the sites on your map that represent the areas you will be testing. 
2.  Make a simple device to measure the wind strength at each site. Push the thumbtack into the eraser of 
the pencil and tie the string around the thumbtack. 
3. Measure the power of the wind at each site by holding the device in the air and observing the wind 
blowing the thread. Record the angle of the thread using the protractor. The larger the angle, the higher 
the wind energy at the location. 
4. Repeat the experiment several times at different times of the day. 
5. Make a chart to record the time of day and the angle of the thread at each site. 
 
At what site was the wind strongest? 
Is there more wind on the north, south, east or west of the school grounds? 
Was this true at different times during the day? 
Is there only one good location or several locations equally good? 
Is there more wind at ground level or roof level? 
Where would you put a windmill at school to provide the most wind energy? 
 
ACTIVITY 4 
IN THE NEWS 
 
• Find an article in the newspaper that deals with energy or environmental issues or  
  problems that are caused by the use of energy. 
• Create five front page headlines for a newspaper using the word ENERGY. 
• Can you find the price of crude oil? 
• Find an advertisement in the newspaper for an energy company. 
• Are there any public notices in the newspaper notifying readers of Energy Works? 
 
ACTIVITY 5 
LET’S TALK          “The use of Solar Energy has not been opened up  
                                                                      because the oil, coal and gas companies do not  

     own the sun!” 
What is meant by this statement? 
Do you agree / disagree with the statement? 
How could the use of solar energy effect the oil, coal and gas companies? 
Is solar energy a non-renewable or renewable source of energy? 
Would it be possible to charge people for using energy from the sun? 
 


